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CHAPTER

ONE

RASPAD3 EXCLUSIVE

1.1 Q: Can the battery be replaced?

A: Considering that this involves design issues and requirements for battery volume, it is not recommended to replace
the battery.

1.2 Q:Can you consider changing the power charging interface to
Type-C?

A: We will consider this suggestion.

1.3 Q:What is the power of adapter?

A: It is 30W.

1.4 Q:What are the specifications of adapter interface?

A: The specification of the adapter interface is 5.5 mm x 2.1mm, with DC 15V.

1.5 Q:Would it be possible to release the case as STL files so it can
be modded by the community?

A: Sorry, the STL files are not public.

1.6 Q: Is the battery a standard 18650 cluster that one might be able
to add additional cells in parallel “unofficially” of course?

A: It uses a standard 18650 battery pack. If you want to make a parallel battery pack, you need to make a battery
protection board to protect the battery.
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1.7 Q: Can the RasPad be used as a monitor for the Jetson Nano for
AI?

A: Not support, RasPad3 does not support external devices.

1.8 Q:Limited access to the GPIO and Camera

A: We reserved all the GPIO slot on raspberry pi for users, to keep the possibility for RasPad. And you will just need
to prepare a GPIO break out board for the expansion. For the breakout cables, the usual 40-pin rainbow cable will be
fine. Since we consider the camera as an extension, it is currently not support to fix the camera on the Raspad.

1.9 Q:Ethernet does not work

A: Normally, this situation should rarely occur, as we have tested several of our existing sample machines, and each of
their Ethernet port seems work well, and also will not cause the Raspberry Pi WIFI to be turned off. Meanwhile, we
have recorded this feedback and will inspect it carefully in the final production stage to ensure that the Ethernet port
will not become a problem factor that hinders the use of raspad.

1.10 Q:Fan is incredibly noisy

A: In the recent A/B tests, we appropriately lower the fan speed (to reduce noise) while ensuring the cooling perfor-
mance of the fan. With the indoor-temperature is 25°C, and the CPU is 100% occupied, the temperature is 68°C when
the fan is almost silent status, and 65°C when the fan is running at full speed.

1.11 Q:External display disable touchscreen

A: For the touch screen, as the touch driver Raspberry Pi OS provided treated the dual display as one long display. So
half of the touch sensor will control the RasPad, and other half control the others. Makes it not possible to use. But
we will try to find a better solution.

1.12 Q:Battery life is less than quoted

A: 5h battery life is tested under standby. Which it only turns on, and stays there. It’s almost not possible to boost
video playback time to 5h as battery pack is already 3000mAh, 33wh, it will cost too much.

1.13 Q:The direction of the display does not change with the direc-
tion of the screen

This is because the built-in six-axis sensor is not calibrated

1. First, open the raspberry pie terminal

2. Then enter the command “sudo auto-rotator calibrate” to start the calibration script
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3. Enter’s’into calibration mode

4. The operations for calibration are as follows

1. Raspad facing forward„turn left to right

2. Back to the front of raspad3,Spin from top to bottom

3. Back to the front of raspad3,Press “Ctrl + C” to end the script

5. Finally, enter the command “sudo reboot” and restart raspad3
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CHAPTER

TWO

DISPLAY PROBLEM

2.1 No signal source detected, no signal prompt:

• Is the HDMI cable connected securely?

• Does the Raspberry Pi start normally? When it starts normally, the red light is always on, and the green light
flashes quickly

2.2 black border appears on the screen:

1. Click on Raspberry in the upper right corner of the screen ==> Preferences ==> Raspberry Pi Configuration

2. Underscan select Enabied or Disabled
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CHAPTER

THREE

TOUCH PROBLEM

3.1 Touch function is not available

• Please check whether the USB cable is fully inserted
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CHAPTER

FOUR

DATASHEET

4.1 Q: What types of Raspberry Pi does this RasPad apply to?

A: Only Raspberry Pi 4.

4.2 Q: What is the system version of RasPad OS

A: The latest v2.4.2.

4.3 Q: What is the specification for this RasPad power adapter

A: 15V / 2A

4.4 Q: What is the battery parameter of this RasPad? What’s the bat-
tery life?

A: The battery parameter is 11.1V /3000mA. The battery life is about 5 hours, 9 hours on standby.

4.5 Q: How much capacity of SD cards does the RasPad OS need?

A: Above 16GB.

4.6 Q: Does this RasPad support Ezblock APP?

A: Please use an Ezblock Bluetooth Doungle to connect to Bluetooth if your hardware products cannot use Ezblock
APP directly. Ezblock APP cannot control the inner RPi board of RasPad but the outer RPi board.
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4.7 Notice

1. Before screwing the Raspberry Pi 4, install the SD card expansion plate.

2. Raspberry Pi HDMI and power cable connect to the main board but they keep away from covering the middle
screw hole of the RasPad to avoid the back cover can not be screwed.

3. USB Cable needs ensuring their left and right ends are inserted into the innermost parts of the board, otherwise
the touch is invalid.
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